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ALLOWANCES APPENDIX (POWER)
to the
EFET General Agreement
Concerning the Delivery and Acceptance of Electricity
(the “Allowances Appendix”)

NOTICE & WAIVER: THIS ALLOWANCES APPENDIX WAS PREPARED BY EFET'S MEMBERS EXERCISING ALL REASONABLE CARE AND DUE DILIGENCE. HOWEVER EFET, THE EFET MEMBERS, REPRESENTATIVES AND COUNSEL INVOLVED IN ITS PREPARATION AND APPROVAL SHALL NOT BE LIABLE OR OTHERWISE RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS USE AND ANY DAMAGES OR LOSSES RESULTING FROM ITS USE IN ANY PARTICULAR CASE OR JURISDICTION. IT IS THEREFORE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF EACH PARTY WISHING TO USE THIS ALLOWANCES APPENDIX AND THE EFET AGREEMENT TO ENSURE ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE LEGALLY BINDING, VALID AND ENFORCEABLE AND THAT THEY BEST SERVE TO PROTECT THE USER’S LEGAL INTERESTS. USERS OF THIS ALLOWANCES APPENDIX ARE URGED TO CONSULT RELEVANT LEGAL OPINIONS MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH EFET AS WELL AS THEIR OWN COUNSEL.
USAGE NOTES TO ALLOWANCES APPENDIX (VERSION 4.0/April 3, 2012):

1. **Annex 1: Definition of "Specified Vintage".** The definition of "Specified Vintage" has been removed from this Allowances Appendix as a result of the impact of the new Registries Regulation. The fact that serial numbers are hidden in the Union Registry, means that the issuance year for which a Kyoto credit is issued can no longer be determined by an account user. Therefore, all references to "Specified Vintage" have been removed from this Allowances Appendix and all references to "Contract Capacity" (where previously there was a reference to "Specified Vintage") are deemed to have been deleted from the General Agreement (Power) (V. 2.1(a)) in the context of an individual Allowance Transaction.

2. **Use of Allowances Appendix with Options.** Please note that this Allowances Appendix does not expressly cater for entry by the Parties into Options Transactions with respect to Allowances. Consequently, Parties to such Options Transactions are encouraged to insert additional, specific terms as appropriate.

3. **Assumptions.** This Allowances Appendix works on the basis that Phase 3 Transactions will be subject to the Commission Regulation No. 1193/2011. The authors of this new version have assumed that the transition from a national registry structure to the Union Registry structure will have been completed during 2012 (i.e. during Phase 2). Should such migration of processes not occur prior to the commencement of Phase 3, specific advice should be sought on the impact which that may have on Phase 3 Transactions governed by this Allowances Appendix.
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ALLOWANCES APPENDIX (POWER)

dated as of _______________________
(the “Allowances Appendix Effective Date”)

Between

[_____________________]

(“Party A”)

and

[_____________________]

(“Party B”)

Check the applicable box and fill in date ONLY if you are using this Allowances Appendix to modify and supplement a previously executed General Agreement and Allowances Appendix, or any long-form Confirmations for Individual Contracts that are Allowance Transactions specifying the third compliance period as the applicable "Compliance Period", between the Parties:

[ ] By executing this Allowances Appendix in the signature block at the end hereof, the Parties hereby modify, supplement and amend the terms of that certain previously executed General Agreement entered into and dated as of __________, ______ to provide that the terms of this Allowances Appendix (Version 4.0/April 3, 2012) shall be incorporated therein, and shall (unless otherwise agreed and specified) replace any prior terms incorporated by any previous versions of this Allowances Appendix agreed between them with respect to Allowance Transactions specifying the third compliance period as the applicable "Compliance Period" and shall be applicable to and thereafter govern all Allowance Transactions specifying the third compliance period as the applicable "Compliance Period".

[ ] All long-form Confirmations relating to Allowance Transactions specifying the third compliance period as the applicable "Compliance Period" and which were concluded before execution of this Allowances Appendix shall be governed by this Allowances Appendix (Version 4.0/April 3, 2012).
ALLOWSANCES APPENDIX (POWER)

Applicability of Allowances Appendix. This Allowances Appendix to the General Agreement (inclusive of this Allowances Appendix’s Annexes) modifies, supplements and amends, to the extent set forth herein, certain provisions of the General Agreement (which, pursuant to § 1.1 of the General Agreement, includes its Annexes and Election Sheet) and shall only apply to and govern all Individual Contracts entered into by the Parties for and concerning the Transfer and acceptance of Transfer of Allowances (each such Individual Contract an “Allowance Transaction”, and collectively, the “Allowance Transactions”) save as expressly provided to the contrary with respect to any Section or Sections of the General Agreement or this Allowances Appendix. Any and all future Individual Contracts between the Parties that constitute Allowance Transactions specifying the Third Compliance Period as the applicable Compliance Period shall be automatically subject to the General Agreement, as it is modified, supplemented and amended by its Annexes, Election Sheet and this Allowances Appendix, without any further action by the Parties, unless the agreed upon terms of such Individual Contract expressly provide that it shall not be. For all other types of Individual Contracts, the General Agreement shall remain unchanged. The provisions of the General Agreement are hereby modified, supplemented and amended (except as expressly noted to the contrary herein) only in respect of such Allowance Transactions in accordance with the following:

Part I: General Terms

1. Subject of Allowances Appendix. The EU and the Member States as well as some Non-Member States plan to establish or have established Rules under which participants may trade Allowances. The purpose of this Allowances Appendix is to modify certain provisions of the General Agreement in order that its terms facilitate the entering into Allowance Transactions between the Parties that include, but are not limited to, forward, spot and swap transactions. In addition to the provisions of the General Agreement, the provisions of this Allowances Appendix shall therefore be applicable to Allowance Transactions between participants of Emissions Trading Scheme(s) in Member States and, with certain modifications, between participants in Member States and Non-Member States.

2. Definitions and Construction. Capitalized terms used but not defined in this Allowances Appendix shall have the meanings as set out in Annex 1 to this Allowances Appendix and otherwise as ascribed to them in either this Allowances Appendix or the General Agreement. In the event of any inconsistency between definitions found in this Allowances Appendix and in the General Agreement, this Allowances Appendix’s definitions will prevail for purposes of all Allowance Transactions. All references to “Electricity”, “Network Operator” and “Transmission” or “flows” in the General Agreement shall, in the context of Allowance Transactions, be construed as references to, respectively, “Allowances”, “Relevant Authority”, and “Transfer(s)”.

3. Concluding and Confirming Allowance Transactions. All Allowance Transactions that are forward transactions shall contain the information stipulated in, and, if confirmed with a Confirmation, shall be substantially in the form of the sample confirmation sheet attached as Annex 2 (A) to this Allowances Appendix or, with respect to other types of transactions, in such other form as the Parties may agree.

4. Primary Obligations for Delivery and Acceptance of Allowances. For the purpose of Allowance Transactions, § 4 of the General Agreement is hereby amended by: (i) deletion of § 4.1 (Delivery and Acceptance) in its entirety and replacement with the new § 4.1 (Delivery and Acceptance and Scheduling Obligations) below; (ii) additions to the definition of “Schedule” found in § 4.2 (Definition of Schedule); (iii) the addition of a new § 4.3 (Physical Settlement Netting); and (iv) the addition of a new § 4.4 (Payment for Allowances) as follows:

§ 4.1 Delivery, Acceptance and Scheduling Obligations.

(a) Seller shall Schedule, sell and Transfer to Buyer, or, if applicable in accordance with the relevant
provision of § 4.1(a)(i) and 4.1(a)(ii), cause to be Transferred, and Buyer shall Schedule, purchase and accept Transfer of, or, if applicable in accordance with the relevant provision of § 4.1(a)(i) and 4.1(a)(ii), cause such Transfer to be accepted, the Contract Quantity at the Delivery Point, and the Buyer shall pay to the Seller the relevant Contract Price. Unless the Parties otherwise agree, the Seller shall Transfer the Contract Quantity at the Delivery Point during a Delivery Business Day between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. CET and any Transfer taking place at a time after 4:00 p.m. CET on a Delivery Business Day shall be deemed to have taken place at 10:00 a.m. CET on the next Delivery Business Day.

(i) For any Allowance Transaction in which no Transfer Point has been specified by the Seller, the Seller shall Transfer, or cause the Transfer of, the Contract Quantity to the Delivery Point from any Holding Account in any Registry.

(ii) Parties may limit the scope of their Transfer and acceptance of Transfer obligations by designating one or more specific Delivery Points and/or Transfer Points for any Allowance Transaction:

A. If one or more Delivery Points are specified by the Parties in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the Seller’s obligations shall be limited to the obligation to Schedule, sell and Transfer to Buyer, or cause to be so Transferred, and the Buyer’s obligations shall be limited to the obligation to Schedule, purchase and accept Transfer of, the Contract Quantity at the Delivery Point(s) so specified.

B. If one or more Transfer Points are specified by the Seller in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the Seller’s obligations shall be limited to the obligation to Schedule, sell and Transfer to Buyer and the Buyer’s obligations shall be limited to the obligation to Schedule, purchase and accept Transfer of, or cause to be accepted such Transfer of, the Contract Quantity from the Transfer Point(s) so specified.

C. Where a Party, in its capacity as Buyer, has specified one or more Delivery Point(s), the other Party will, without delay, nominate each such Holding Account(s) specified by the Buyer as a ‘trusted account’ (for the purposes of the Registries Regulation) for each of its own Transfer Points.

(b) Where the Parties have agreed upon a list of multiple Delivery Points and/or multiple Transfer Points for an Allowance Transaction:

(i) the Delivery Points so specified shall be deemed to be listed in descending order of preference such that the Delivery Point for the Allowance Transaction shall be the first Holding Account so listed, unless the Seller is prevented from Transferring to that Delivery Point by an event which would be either an event of Force Majeure or a Suspension Event if that were the only Delivery Point specified by the Party affected by the event, in which case the Delivery Point shall be the next listed Delivery Point that can accept Transfer of Allowances, until such list of Delivery Points has been exhausted; and

(ii) Seller shall have discretion to Transfer to Buyer the Contract Quantity on the Delivery Date from any one or more of the Holding Accounts which have been specified as Transfer Points in respect of Seller; provided, however, that where the Seller is prevented from Transferring from a Transfer Point by an event which would be either an event of Force Majeure or a Suspension Event if that were the only Transfer Point specified by the Party affected by the event, the Seller shall select another listed Transfer Point from which to Transfer the Contract Quantity to the Buyer on the Delivery Date, until such list of Transfer Points has been exhausted;

(c) Where the Parties have agreed upon a list of multiple Transfer Points and/or Delivery Points for an Allowance Transaction:

(i) Buyer may later:
A. amend the order of preference in which the Delivery Points are listed; and/or
B. nominate an additional Delivery Point;

provided that, in each case, Buyer notifies Seller no less than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the relevant Delivery Date and Seller consents thereto in writing on or before the day that is five (5) Delivery Business Days after receiving such notice from Buyer; and

(ii) Seller may later:

A. nominate an additional Transfer Point without Buyer’s consent provided that Seller notifies Buyer of such nomination in writing on or before the day that is ten (10) Delivery Business Days prior to the relevant Delivery Date.

(d) For the avoidance of doubt, specifying Delivery Point(s) and/or Transfer Point(s) in respect of any particular Allowance Transaction for purposes of this § 4.1 need not preclude the Parties from designating different Holding Accounts than the Physical Settlement Netting Accounts specified for the purposes of § 4.3 (Physical Settlement Netting) in Part II of this Allowances Appendix.

§ 4.2 Definition of Schedule. The following words are added to the end of the last sentence of § 4.2 (Definition of “Schedule”): “For the purposes of Allowance Transactions, the definition of Schedule shall include, in accordance with Applicable Rules, those actions necessary for Parties to comply with all obligations and requirements contained in the Applicable Rules, including, without limitation, the standards of the relevant Emission Trading Scheme(s) and Registry requirements in order to ensure that all their respective Holding Accounts are properly established, and that all of their respective applicable requirements for effecting Transfer from Seller to Buyer at the applicable Delivery Point are met. The Parties acknowledge and agree that customary industry practices shall include each Party notifying the other at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the Delivery Date of its Holding Account(s) (including account number details in a specified Registry) for, as applicable, its designated Transfer Point(s) or Delivery Point(s).”

§ 4.3 Physical Settlement Netting.

(a) If this § 4.3 is specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix; if on any date Allowances of the same Allowance Type and Compliance Period would otherwise be Transferable in respect of two or more Allowance Transactions between the Parties and between designated pairs of Holding Accounts specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix or otherwise agreed between the Parties (the “Physical Settlement Netting Accounts”), then, on such date, each Party’s obligation to Schedule and Transfer any such Allowances will be automatically satisfied and discharged and, if the aggregate number of Allowances that would otherwise have been Transferable by one Party exceeds the aggregate number of Allowances that would otherwise have been Transferable by the other Party, replaced by an obligation upon the Party from whom the larger aggregate number of Allowances would have been Transferable to Schedule and Transfer to the other Party a number of Allowances (of the same Allowance Type and Compliance Period) equal to the excess of the larger aggregate number of Allowances over the smaller aggregate number of Allowances (the “Net Contract Quantity”) (such process hereinafter referred to as “Physical Settlement Netting”). In such circumstances the Party Transferring the Net Contract Quantity shall be the “Net Seller” and the Party receiving the Net Contract Quantity shall be the “Net Buyer”. In instances where the Net Contract Quantity for a given date and Delivery Point is zero, the Parties shall be released from any obligation to Schedule and Transfer or accept such Transfer in respect of the applicable Allowance Transactions on such date. For the avoidance of doubt and subject to this § 4.3, the Parties fully intend at the time of entering into each Individual Contract that such Individual Contract will result in the physical Transfer of Allowances.

(b) Unless otherwise provided, if there is more than one Allowance Transaction between the Parties providing for Transfer of Allowances of the same Allowance Type and Compliance Period at the same Delivery Point on the same date, all references in the General Agreement, this Allowances Appendix and an Individual Contract to a “Seller”, “Buyer”, “Contract Quantity” and “Individual Contract” shall be deemed to be references to, respectively, a “Net Seller”, a “Net Buyer”, a “Net Contract Quantity” and to all such Individual Contracts.
(c) For the avoidance of doubt, specifying Physical Settlement Netting Accounts under this § 4.3 (Physical Settlement Netting) need not preclude the Parties from designating Delivery Point(s) and/or Transfer Points under § 4.1 (Delivery, Acceptance and Scheduling Obligations) nor is it intended to prohibit the Parties from limiting their rights and obligations in respect of any particular Allowance Transaction to Transfer and accept Transfer of Allowances in accordance with § 4.1.

§ 4.4 Payment for Allowances. In respect of each Individual Contract, the Buyer shall pay the Seller for the Delivered Quantity in accordance with the provisions of § 13 (Invoicing and Payment).

(5) Primary Obligations for Options on Allowances. Except to the extent otherwise modified herein, there shall be no change to § 5 (Primary Obligations for Options) of the General Agreement with respect to Allowance Transactions.

(6) Delivery, Measurement, Transfer and Risk. For purposes of Allowance Transactions, § 6 of the General Agreement is hereby amended by the deletion in their entirety of § 6.1 (Current/Frequency/Voltages), § 6.3 (Transfer of Rights of Title), and § 6.7 (Seller and Buyer Risks) and their replacement with the new § 6.1 (Compliance Period/Contract Quantity/Holding Account), the new § 6.3 (No Encumbrances) and the new § 6.7 (Seller and Buyer Risks) below:

§ 6.1 Compliance Period/Contract Quantity/Holding Account: Allowances shall be Transferred in the Compliance Period and Contract Quantity and to the relevant Delivery Point in accordance with the Delivery Schedule agreed in the Allowance Transaction and in accordance with the Applicable Rules, including, without limitation, the standards of the relevant Emissions Trading Scheme and Registry responsible for the Delivery Point on the relevant Delivery Date.

§ 6.3 No Encumbrances. In respect of each Allowance Transaction and at each Delivery Date, the Seller shall Transfer to the Buyer at the Delivery Point, Allowances free and clear of any liens, security interests, encumbrances or similar adverse claims by any person (the "No Encumbrance Obligation"). Where a Party is in breach of the No Encumbrance Obligation, the following shall apply:

(a) The General Agreement and all other Individual Contracts agreed by the Parties under this General Agreement shall continue unaffected; and

(b) Without prejudice to any defences available to the Seller (including, but not limited to, any defences of statutes of limitation or similar), following written notice of that breach from the Buyer to the Seller (irrespective of how long after the relevant Delivery Date such notice is provided) and subject to § 6.3(d) below:

(i) the Buyer shall determine the Encumbrance Loss arising from that breach (the “Encumbrance Loss Amount”) either on the date such notice is deemed to be received or as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter; and

(ii) shall notify the Seller of such Encumbrance Loss Amount due, including detailed support for its calculation.

The Buyer is not required to enter into replacement Individual Contracts in order to determine the Encumbrance Loss Amount.

(c) By no later than the third (3rd) Business Day after the later of (i) receipt of a valid invoice in connection with such Encumbrance Loss Amount and (ii) receipt of the above-mentioned notice of detailed support of the Buyer's calculation of the Encumbrance Loss Amount, the Seller shall pay the Encumbrance Loss Amount to the Buyer, which amount shall bear interest in accordance with § 13.5 (Default Interest). Upon payment of the Encumbrance Loss Amount by the Seller, the Parties shall have no further obligations in respect of that Individual Contract and that breach. The Buyer acknowledges that its exclusive remedies in respect of such breach are those set out in this § 6.3.

(d) Where a breach of the No Encumbrances Obligation is caused by the Transfer of an Affected Allowance, the Seller shall be liable for the Encumbrance Loss Amount if, at the date it first acquired, received or purchased such Affected Allowance, it was not acting in good faith; otherwise, the Seller shall only be
liable for the Encumbrance Loss Amount (without prejudice to any other defences available to the Seller including, but not limited to, any defences of statutes of limitation or similar), if:

(i) the Buyer, whether or not the holder of such Affected Allowance, who is subject to a claim of the Original Affected Party, has, in order to resist or avoid any Encumbrance Loss Amount from arising, used its best endeavours to defend such a claim in respect of that Affected Allowance (including, if available, by relying on Article 37 of the Registries Regulation or any equivalent legal principle under applicable national law) and was unsuccessful (other than for reasons of its own lack of good faith); or

(ii) the Buyer, whether or not the holder of such Affected Allowance, who acted in good faith in respect of its purchase of such Affected Allowance and who is subject to a claim of a third party (other than the Original Affected Party) in respect of that Affected Allowance, has used all reasonable endeavours to mitigate the Encumbrance Loss Amount.

§ 6.7 Seller and Buyer Risks. Subject to § 8 (Remedies for Failure to Transfer or Accept), in respect of each Individual Contract, the Buyer and Seller shall, unless otherwise expressly agreed between them, each bear all risks associated with and shall be responsible for its own respective costs in performing its obligations under § 4 (Primary Obligations For Delivery and Acceptance of Allowances). Further, absent express agreement to the contrary between Buyer and Seller, all costs, fees and charges assessed or imposed by Relevant Authorities shall be the responsibility of the Party upon whom such cost, fee or charge is allocated by the Relevant Authority.

(7) § 7 Non-Performance Due to Force Majeure and Suspension Event. For purposes of Allowance Transactions, § 7 of the General Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following new § 7 (Non-Performance due to Force Majeure and Suspension Event):

§ 7.1 Definition of Force Majeure. “Force Majeure” in the context of an Allowance Transaction means the occurrence of an event or circumstance beyond the control of the Party affected by Force Majeure (the “Affected Party”) that cannot, after using all reasonable efforts, be overcome and which makes it impossible for the Affected Party to perform its Transfer or acceptance of Transfer obligations in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and the relevant Emissions Trading Scheme. For the avoidance of doubt, but without limitation, Force Majeure shall not include an event or circumstance where there are insufficient Allowances in the relevant Holding Account(s) to effect the required Transfer, whether that insufficiency is caused by the low or non-allocation of Allowances from a Member State or a Non-Member State, the delay or failure of a Member State or Central Administrator to replace Allowances of the Second Compliance Period with Allowances for the Third Compliance Period or the failure of that Party to procure sufficient Allowances to meet its Transfer obligations. If an event or circumstance which would otherwise constitute or give rise to Force Majeure also constitutes a Suspension Event, it will be treated as a Suspension Event and will not constitute a Force Majeure event.

§ 7.2 Suspension of Delivery and Acceptance Obligations. If a Party is fully or partly prevented due to Force Majeure from performing its obligations of Transfer or acceptance of Transfer, as applicable, under one or more Allowance Transactions, no breach or default on the part of the Affected Party shall be deemed to have occurred and the obligations of both Parties with respect to the relevant Allowance Transaction(s) will be suspended for the period of time and to the extent that such Force Majeure prevents their performance. During the continuation of Force Majeure, the Affected Party shall continue to use all reasonable efforts to overcome the Force Majeure. Subject to § 7.4 (Settlement of Allowance Transaction Prevented by Force Majeure) below, upon the Force Majeure event being overcome or it ceasing to subsist, both Parties will, as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter (and in any event no later than the second Delivery Business Day following the cessation or Parties overcoming such Force Majeure event), resume full performance of their obligations under the Agreement in respect of the relevant Allowance Transaction(s) (including, for the avoidance of doubt, any suspended obligations).

§ 7.3 Notification and Mitigation of Force Majeure. The first Party learning of the occurrence of an event of Force Majeure shall, as soon as practicable, notify the other Party of the commencement of Force Majeure. Each Party shall then undertake in good faith to determine, and notify the other Party with, to the extent then available, a non-binding estimate of the extent and expected duration of the Force Majeure event and its impact on performance of all Allowance Transaction(s) affected by the event of Force Majeure. The Affected Party shall use all commercially reasonable efforts to mitigate the effects of Force Majeure and shall, during the continuation of Force Majeure, provide the other Party with reasonable updates, when and if available, of the extent and expected duration of its inability to perform.
§ 7.4 Settlement of Allowance Transaction Prevented by Force Majeure.

(a) **Termination for Force Majeure.** Where Force Majeure continues for a period of time ending on the earlier to occur of: (a) a period of nine (9) Delivery Business Days from the date that, but for Force Majeure, would have been the Delivery Date of the relevant Allowance Transaction(s); (b) the Reconciliation Deadline; or (c) the day which falls three (3) Delivery Business Days prior to the End of Phase Reconciliation Deadline, either Party may, by written notice to the other Party, terminate all (but not less than all) of the Allowance Transaction(s) affected by Force Majeure.

(b) **Force Majeure Termination Payment.** In the event and to the extent that an Allowance Transaction is terminated in accordance with § 7.4(a), the Parties’ corresponding Transfer and acceptance of Transfer obligations under the terminated Allowance Transaction(s) shall be released and discharged. By specifying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix which of the following subparagraphs (i), (ii) or (iii) they wish to be operative, the Parties shall designate the consequences that will follow as a result of the Force Majeure event and what, if any, rights and obligations they wish to apply between them in the event of termination of an Allowance Transaction due to Force Majeure:

(i) **No Termination Payment.** No termination payment or other financial settlement obligation shall be applicable (other than, for the avoidance of doubt, payment for any Allowances Transferred under such Allowance Transaction which were not prevented due to Force Majeure and/or payment of any damages due for non-performance of any portion of the terminated Allowance Transaction not excused due to Force Majeure (hereinafter collectively, “Unpaid Amounts”)) and each Party shall be permanently released and discharged of any further obligations with respect to the Allowance Transaction terminated by reason of Force Majeure.

(ii) **Two-Way Market Quotation Termination Payment.** Each Party shall obtain five (5) mid-market quotations from Dealers for replacement Allowance Transaction(s) on the same terms as the unperformed portion(s) of the relevant Allowance Transaction(s) affected by Force Majeure (without taking into account the current credit-worthiness of the requesting Party or any Credit Support Documents or other Performance Assurance between the Parties). Each Party will then calculate the average of the quotations it obtained and the amount payable shall be equal to: (A) the sum of (i) one half of the difference between the higher amount determined by one Party (“X”) and the lower amount determined by the other Party (“Y”) and (ii) any Unpaid Amounts owing to X; less (B) any Unpaid Amounts owing to Y. If the resultant amount is a positive number, Y shall pay it to X; if it is a negative number, X shall pay the absolute value of such amount to Y. If the five (5) mid-market quotations cannot be obtained, all quotations will be deemed to be zero (0) and no payment shall be due in respect of the termination of such Allowance Transaction.

(iii) **Two-Way Loss Termination Payment.** Each Party will determine its Loss in respect of the relevant Allowance Transaction(s) and an amount will be payable equal to one half of the difference between the Loss of the Party with the higher Loss (“X”) and the Loss of the Party with the lower Loss (“Y”). If the amount payable is a positive number, Y will pay it to X; if it is a negative number, X will pay the absolute value of such amount to Y.

Payments due under this § 7.4(b) shall, unless otherwise agreed, be invoiced and made in accordance with the requirements of the Payment Cycle selected by the Parties in respect of § 13.2 (Payment).

§ 7.5 Suspension Event.

(a) **Definition of Suspension Event.** “Suspension Event” means the occurrence of any of the following events which makes it impossible for a Party affected by the Suspension Event (the “SE Affected Party”) to perform its Transfer or acceptance of Transfer obligations in accordance with the terms of the Allowance Transaction and the relevant Emissions Trading Scheme, through a Relevant Registry:

(i) absence of Registry Operation; or
(ii) the occurrence of an Administrator Event.

(b) **Suspension of Delivery and Acceptance Obligations.** If a Party is prevented due to a Suspension Event from performing its obligations of Transfer or acceptance of Transfer, as applicable, under an Allowance Transaction (the “SE Affected Transaction”), no breach or default on the part of the SE Affected Party shall be deemed to have occurred and the obligations of both Parties with respect to the Allowance Transaction affected by the Suspension Event will be suspended for the duration of the Suspension Event and, subject to § 7.5(c) (Settlement of Allowance Transaction Prevented by Suspension Event) below, will not be required to be performed until the day that is ten (10) Delivery Business Days after the Suspension Event is overcome or ceases to subsist (the “Delayed Delivery Date”). Subject to § 7.5(e) (Settlement of Allowance Transaction Prevented by Suspension Event) below, upon the Suspension Event being overcome or ceasing to subsist, both Parties will resume full performance of their obligations (including, for the avoidance of doubt, any suspended obligations) under the Agreement in respect of the relevant Allowance Transaction.

(c) **Notification and Mitigation of Suspension Event.** The first Party learning of the occurrence of a Suspension Event shall, as soon as practicable, notify the other Party of the commencement of the Suspension Event. Each Party shall then undertake in good faith to determine, and notify the other Party with, to the extent then available, a non-binding estimate of the extent and expected duration of the Suspension Event and its impact on performance of all Allowance Transactions affected by the Suspension Event. The SE Affected Party shall use all commercially reasonable efforts to mitigate the effects of the Suspension Event and shall, during the continuation of the Suspension Event, provide the other Party with reasonable updates, when and if available, of the extent and expected duration of its inability to perform. Each Party agrees in good faith to immediately notify the other Party once the Suspension Event is overcome or ceases to subsist.

(d) **Cost of Carry on Delayed Deliveries.** In the event that all or part of the Contract Quantity of a SE Affected Transaction is Transferred to Buyer on or before the Delayed Delivery Date, Buyer shall pay to Seller an additional amount (the “Cost of Carry Amount”) calculated at the Cost of Carry Rate for the Cost of Carry Calculation Period on the product of the number of Allowances so Transferred and the Contract Price for the relevant Allowance Transaction, divided by three hundred and sixty (360). Such Cost of Carry Amount shall be identified in the relevant invoice.

(e) **Settlement of Allowance Transaction Prevented by Suspension Event.** Where a Suspension Event for a SE Affected Transaction continues to exist on the applicable Long Stop Date, the SE Affected Transaction shall be deemed an Allowance Transaction affected by Force Majeure and either Party may, by written notice to the other Party, terminate all (but not less than all) of the SE Affected Allowance Transaction(s) in accordance with § 7.4(b) (Force Majeure Termination Payment) of the Allowances Appendix and in such instance § 7.4(b)(i) (No Termination Payment) shall apply.

(8) **§ 8 Remedies for Failure to Transfer or Accept.** For purposes of Allowance Transactions, § 8 of the General Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following new § 8 (Remedies for Failure to Transfer or Accept):

§ 8.1 Failure to Transfer:

(a) **Two Delivery Business Days Grace Period.** When the Seller fails to Transfer to the Buyer the Contract Quantity, in whole or in part, on a Delivery Date as required in accordance with the terms of an Allowance Transaction, and such failure is not excused by an event of Force Majeure, Suspension Event or the Buyer’s non-performance, the Seller may remedy such failure by Scheduling and Transferring such Contract Quantity (or undelivered portion thereof) to the Buyer on the second Delivery Business Day following the Delivery Date, provided that such day is not on or after the Reconciliation Deadline following the relevant Delivery Date, and further subject to the additional obligation of the Seller to pay the Buyer, as compensation for its late Transfer, interest calculated: (i) as follows for the two Delivery Business Day grace period; and (ii) as set forth in the applicable subpart of this § 8.1 for any longer period the Seller fails to deliver the Allowances thereafter.
Interest for the two Delivery Business Day grace period shall accrue at the Interest Rate specified in §13.5 (Default Interest) for the period from (and including) the Delivery Date to (but excluding) the second Delivery Business Day following the Delivery Date on the Total Contract Price of the undelivered Allowances, such Total Contract Price calculated as follows: the number of undelivered Allowances multiplied by a fraction determined by dividing the Total Contract Price by the Contract Quantity.

(b) **Buyer’s Cover Costs.** In the event that the Seller fails to Transfer to the Buyer all or any portion of a Contract Quantity as required by § 8.1(a) (Two Delivery Business Days Grace Period) in accordance with the terms of an Allowance Transaction and the Buyer has not agreed to a Deferred Delivery Date as provided for in § 8.1(c) (Buyer’s Right to Waive Its Cover Costs), the Seller shall incur the obligation to pay the Buyer, as compensation for its failure to Transfer, an amount (hereinafter “Buyer’s Cover Costs”) equal to either:

(i) , if no EEP or EEP Equivalent is operative or applicable to the Allowance Transaction, the sum of:

(A) the price, if any, in excess of the portion of the Total Contract Price applicable to the Allowances not Transferred to the Buyer by the Seller, which the Buyer, acting in a commercially reasonable manner either did, or would have been able to, pay to purchase or otherwise acquire in an arm’s length transaction from a third party or parties, a quantity of Allowances necessary to replace the Allowances not Transferred by the Seller;

(B) such reasonable additional incidental costs as the Buyer incurred in attempting to make or making such replacement purchase of Allowances to the extent those costs and expenses are not recovered in § 8.1(b)(i)(A) above; and

(C) interest accrued during the two Delivery Business Day grace period as provided in §8.1(a); plus interest, at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 (Default Interest), accrued from (and including) the Delivery Business Date following the Delivery Date, to (but excluding) the receipt by the Buyer of damages for the Seller’s failure to Transfer, such amount calculated using the following formula:

\[
\text{Amount on which interest accrues} = UA \times [(RP – CP)]
\]

where: 

- **UA** means undelivered Allowances, the total number of Allowances the Seller failed to deliver;
- **RP** means replacement price, the price the Buyer paid (or, if it could have procured replacement Allowances but did not do so, the first price which the Buyer would have been able to pay) for each replacement Allowance in the UA; and
- **CP** means the aggregate Contract Price that the Buyer would have been required to pay to the Seller for all undelivered Allowances comprising the UA had the Seller not defaulted on its delivery obligation;

or

(ii) , if an EEP or EEP Equivalent has been made applicable to the Allowance Transaction and has arisen, and further subject to the fulfillment of all applicable requirements imposed in § 8.3 (Excess Emissions Penalty (“EEP”) and EEP Equivalent), the amount calculated using the following formula:

(A) the price at which the Buyer, using reasonable endeavours and in (an) arm’s length transaction(s), is or would be able to purchase, as soon as reasonably possible following the Reconciliation Deadline, replacement Allowances in the quantity of those not delivered to it by the Seller (such quantity reduced, if applicable, by the number of
Allowances the Buyer was able to purchase prior to the Reconciliation Deadline as contemplated by § 8.1(b)(i), damages for the cost of which being recoverable pursuant to element (G) of this formula, hereinbelow) (the net resulting number of Allowances corresponding to the, as applicable, EEP or EEP Equivalent, being referred to hereinafter as the “Undelivered EEP Amount” or “UEA”);

(B) minus the price that the Buyer would have been required to pay the Seller for those Allowances comprising the UEA, had the Seller delivered those Allowances to the Buyer in accordance with the terms of the Allowance Transaction;

(C) plus the amount of, as applicable, the EEP or EEP Equivalent on the UEA;

(D) plus interest accrued during the two Delivery Business Day grace period, calculated as provided in § 8.1(a);

(E) plus interest, at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 (Default Interest), accrued from (and including) the first date on which the Buyer would be able to purchase, following the Reconciliation Deadline, the UEA of next Compliance Year replacement Allowances, to (but excluding) the date of the Buyer’s receipt of damages for the Seller’s failure to Transfer, on the amount determined using the following formula:

\[ \text{Amount on which interest accrues} = \text{UEA} \times (\text{REP} – \text{CP}) \]

where:

\( \text{UEA} \) has the meaning set forth above;

\( \text{REP} \) means the Replacement EEP Price, which shall be the (per Allowance) price of next Compliance Year Allowances calculated pursuant to § 8.1(b)(ii)(A), above; and

\( \text{CP} \) means the per Allowance Contract Price that the Buyer would have been required to pay to the Seller for each undelivered Allowances comprising the UEA had the Seller not defaulted on its delivery obligation;

(F) plus such reasonable additional incidental costs as the Buyer incurred in, as applicable, both attempting unsuccessfully to make purchase of replacement Allowances in order to avoid the accrual of an EEP or EEP Equivalent, and in making replacement purchase(s) of next Compliance Year Allowances as described in § 8.1(b)(ii)(A), above; to the extent those costs and expenses are not recovered via § 8.1(b)(i)(A) above (which additional incidental damages, for the avoidance of doubt, may also include interest accrued at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 (Default Interest), from (and including) the date on which an EEP or EEP Equivalent is paid, to (but excluding) the receipt by the Buyer of damages for the Seller’s failure to Transfer); and

(G) plus, if applicable, the Buyer’s Cover Costs incurred in replacing that portion of Allowances not Transferred to the Buyer by the Seller for which the Buyer did not incur an EEP or EEP Equivalent (and thus not comprising the UEA) (such portion of Allowances not Transferred being hereinafter referred to as the “Non-UEA”), calculated in accordance with the methodology set forth in § 8.1(b)(ii)(G);

(H) plus interest accrued on the value of the Non-UEA calculated in accordance with the methodology set forth in § 8.1(b)(i)(C), but in this context calculated on the amount of the Non-UEA, rather than the amount of the UA.
provided, always, that in the event that the number calculated through application of elements (A) through (H) of the formula set forth immediately above in this § 8.1(b)(ii) results in a negative number, such number shall be deemed to be zero and no damages will be owed in respect of such elements of this damages formula.

(c) **Buyer’s Right to Waive Its Cover Costs.** The Buyer shall be entitled to invoice the Seller for damages payable pursuant to § 8.1(b)(i) **(Buyer’s Cover Costs)** in accordance with the requirements of Payment Cycle B as defined in § 13.2 **(Payment)**. However, the Buyer may alternatively, but shall be under no obligation to, defer the due date on the payment of such damages for a reasonable period of time (but in no event beyond the applicable Reconciliation Deadline) if the Seller has indicated to the Buyer an intent to attempt to cure its Transfer default within a period of time acceptable to the Buyer.

(i) At any time prior to the due date applicable to the payment of damages due to the Buyer under §8.1(b), the Seller may offer to Transfer to the Buyer replacement Allowances on a new Delivery Date (the **“Deferred Delivery Date”** for those it originally failed to Transfer. The Buyer may, but is not required to, agree to accept such Transfer of replacement Allowances in lieu of the damages it is entitled to recover under § 8.1(b), provided that in such case the Buyer shall be entitled to invoice the Seller for interest for the intervening period calculated as the sum of interest accrued during the two Delivery Business Day grace period as provided in § 8.1(a); plus interest, at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 **(Default Interest)**, from (and including) the first Delivery Business Day following the Delivery Date, to (but excluding) the date of actual Transfer of the previously undelivered Allowance(s), accrued on the amount calculated in accordance with the formula set forth in § 8.1(b)(i)(C).

(ii) If the Buyer agrees to accept the Seller’s offer for Transfer of replacement Allowances on a Deferred Delivery Date as provided above in subparagraph (i), but the Seller again defaults on its deferred Transfer obligation, the Buyer shall be entitled to invoice the Seller for an amount calculated in accordance with § 8.1(b) **(Buyer’s Cover Costs)** save that the amount it may so invoice the Seller shall account for both:

(A) interest, (1) in the event that the Buyer is subsequently able to make a replacement purchase of Allowances, calculated as provided in § 8.1(b)(i)(C); or (2) in the event the Buyer is unable to make a replacement purchase of Allowances before the Reconciliation Deadline for the relevant Compliance Period, calculated as provided in §8.1(b)(ii)(D); and

(B) any increase in the Buyer’s Cover Costs reflecting higher market prices pertaining to replacement Allowances on the Deferred Delivery Date when compared to those available in the market on the original Delivery Date.

§ 8.2 Failure to Accept:

(a) **Two Delivery Business Days Grace Period.** When the Buyer fails to accept Transfer of a Contract Quantity in whole or in part on a Delivery Date as required in accordance with the terms of an Allowance Transaction, and such failure is not excused by an event of Force Majeure, Suspension Event or the Seller’s non-performance, the Seller shall afford the Buyer an opportunity to remedy its failure by again attempting to Schedule and Transfer such Contract Quantity (or undelivered portion thereof) to the Buyer on the second Delivery Business Day following the Delivery Date, provided that such day is not on or after the Reconciliation Deadline for the relevant Compliance Period, calculated as provided in §8.1(b)(ii)(D); and further subject to the additional obligation of the Buyer to pay the Seller, as compensation for its failure to accept Transfer of the Allowances, interest calculated: (i) as follows for the two Delivery Business Day grace period; and (ii) as set forth in the applicable subpart of this § 8.2 for any longer period the Buyer fails to accept the Allowances thereafter.

Interest for the two Delivery Business Day grace period shall accrue at the Interest Rate specified in §13.5 **(Default Interest)** for the period from (and including) the Delivery Date to (but excluding) the second Delivery Business Day following the Delivery Date on the Total Contract Price of the Allowances not accepted by the Buyer, such Total Contract Price calculated as follows: the number of Allowances not accepted by the Buyer
multiplied by a fraction determined by dividing the Total Contract Price by the Contract Quantity.

(b) **Seller’s Cover Costs.** In the event that the Buyer fails to accept Transfer of all or any portion of a Contract Quantity as required by § 8.2(a) (*Two Delivery Business Days Grace Period*) in accordance with the terms of an Allowance Transaction and the Seller has not agreed to a Deferred Acceptance Date as provided for in § 8.2(c) (*Seller’s Right to Waive Its Cover Costs*), the Buyer shall incur the obligation to pay the Seller, as compensation for its failure to accept Transfer of the Allowances, an amount (hereinafter “**Seller’s Cover Costs**”) equal to the sum of:

(i) the price, if any, less than the portion of the Total Contract Price applicable to the Allowances not accepted by the Buyer, which the Seller, acting in a commercially reasonable manner either did, or would have been able to, receive, in an arm’s length transaction with a third party or parties, from the resale of the Allowances not accepted by the Buyer;

(ii) such reasonable additional incidental costs as the Seller incurred in attempting to make or making such resale of the Allowances; and

(iii) interest accrued during the two Delivery Business Day grace period as provided in § 8.1(a); plus interest, at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 (*Default Interest*), accrued from (and including) the first Delivery Business Date following the Delivery Date, to (but excluding) the date of receipt by the Seller of damages for the Buyer’s failure to accept, such amount calculated using the following formula:

\[
\text{Amount on which interest accrues} = \text{ANA} \times \text{CP}
\]

where:

- **ANA** means Allowances not accepted, the total number of Allowances the Buyer failed to accept; and
- **CP** means the aggregate Contract Price that the Buyer would have been required to pay to the Seller for all Allowances not accepted by it.

(c) **Seller’s Right to Waive Its Cover Costs.** The Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for damages payable pursuant to § 8.2(b) (*Seller’s Cover Costs*) in accordance with the requirements of Payment Cycle B as defined in § 13.2 (*Payment*). However, the Seller may alternatively, but shall be under no obligation to, defer the due date on the payment of such damages for a reasonable period of time (but in no event beyond the applicable Reconciliation Deadline) if the Buyer has indicated to the Seller its intent to attempt to cure its acceptance default within a period of time acceptable to the Seller.

(i) At any time prior to the due date applicable to the payment of damages due to the Seller under §8.2(b), the Buyer may offer to accept Transfer from the Seller on a new Delivery Date (the “**Deferred Acceptance Date**”) of the Allowances it failed to accept Transfer of on the original Delivery Date. The Seller may, but is not required to, agree to attempt to again Transfer such replacement Allowances to the Buyer on the Deferred Acceptance Date. If it so agrees, the Seller, in lieu of the damages it is entitled to recover under § 8.2(b), shall be entitled to both Transfer and receive payment of the Contract Price for the Allowances on the Deferred Acceptance Date and to further invoice the Buyer for interest for the intervening period calculated as the sum of the interest accrued during the two Delivery Business Day grace period as provided in § 8.2(a) plus interest at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 (*Default Interest*), from (and including) the second Delivery Business Day following the Delivery Date to (but excluding) the date of actual acceptance of Transfer of the Allowance(s) previously not accepted, accrued on the amount calculated in accordance with the formula set forth in §8.2(b)(iii).

(ii) If the Seller agrees to the Buyer’s offer to accept Transfer of the Allowances on a Deferred Acceptance Date as provided above in subparagraph (i), but the Buyer again defaults on its acceptance of Transfer obligation, the Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for an amount calculated in accordance with § 8.2(b) (*Seller’s Cover Costs*) save that the amount it may so invoice the Buyer shall account for both:
(A) interest, calculated as provided in § 8.2(b)(iii); and

(B) any depreciation in the Seller’s Cover Costs reflecting lower prevailing market prices available for the resale of Allowances on the Deferred Acceptance Date when compared to those available in the market on the original Delivery Date.

§ 8.3 Excess Emissions Penalty (“EEP”) and EEP Equivalent:

(a) **Applicability.** The Parties to any Allowance Transactions desiring to make EEP or EEP Equivalent inapplicable and inoperative to the calculation of the Buyer’s Cover Costs for any Allowance Transactions between them may do so either globally by specifying EEP or EEP Equivalent as not applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, or specifically, with respect to a particular Allowance Transaction, by so agreeing in the terms of that Allowance Transaction itself.

(b) **Excess Emissions Penalty.** If EEP is applicable, the Buyer may invoice the Seller in the amount of an EEP it incurs as the result of the Seller’s failure to Transfer to it Allowances when required pursuant to the terms of an Allowance Transaction.

(c) **Excess Emissions Penalty Equivalent.** If EEP Equivalent is applicable, the Buyer may invoice the Seller for an EEP Equivalent it incurs as the result of the Seller’s failure to Transfer to it Allowances when required pursuant to the terms of an Allowance Transaction.

(d) **Duty to Mitigate.** The Seller’s obligation to pay the EEP or the EEP equivalent is subject always to the Buyer’s overriding obligation to use commercially reasonable endeavours (including, without limitation, making use of any excess Allowances it may have available to it at the time, and/or procuring such Allowances as are available in the market) to satisfy its obligation to surrender the required number of Allowances necessary to avoid or otherwise mitigate its EEP or EEP Equivalent liability. For the avoidance of doubt, the Buyer’s duty to mitigate its EEP or EEP Equivalent exposure is limited to management of its Allowance portfolio and shall not impose upon it any further obligation regarding its operation of any installation with an obligation to surrender Allowances to a Relevant Authority.

(e) **Evidence of Commercially Reasonable Efforts.** Upon request, the Buyer shall confirm to the Seller:

(i) that it has incurred EEP or EEP Equivalent consequent upon the Seller’s failure to Transfer Allowances to it;

(ii) the extent to which the requirement for the Buyer to pay the EEP or the EEP Equivalent results from the Seller’s failure to make such a Transfer;

(iii) that it was unable to mitigate its EEP or EEP equivalent exposure,

and shall provide the Seller with evidence: (A) that the EEP or EEP Equivalent, as applicable, was incurred by it; (B) that such EEP or EEP Equivalent was incurred as a result of the Seller’s failure to perform its Transfer obligation; and (C) of its commercially reasonable endeavours to mitigate its exposure to such EEP or EEP Equivalent as it has invoiced to the Seller; provided, however, that should the Seller elect to challenge the Buyer in respect of any of the above matters, then the burden for demonstrating: (A) that such EEP or EEP Equivalent was not actually incurred by the Buyer; (B) that such EEP or EEP Equivalent was not incurred by the Buyer as a result of the Seller’s non-performance; and/or (C) the insufficiency, lack of thoroughness or unreasonableness of such endeavours shall be on the Seller and, if § 22.3 (Expert Determination) is specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix the process by which such challenge will be determined shall be in accordance with the procedures set forth in § 22.3 (Expert Determination).

(f) **Later Mitigation of Recovered EEP or EEP Equivalent.** To the extent an initially assessed and recovered EEP is later reduced and/or fully or partly returned or credited to the Buyer by a Relevant Authority for any reason whatsoever, only such reduced and finally assessed EEP shall apply. EEPs recovered by the Buyer in the form of damages under this § 8 which are later reduced or returned to such
Buyer shall be returned upon demand to the Seller who paid such damages, and the Buyer shall provide the Seller with prompt notification of any such reduction or return. Similarly, in the event the Seller has made the Buyer whole for an EEP Equivalent, and all or any portion of the underlying EEP or EEP Equivalent upon which the Seller’s EEP Equivalent payment was based is later returned to the Buyer by its resale customer, the Buyer shall return an equivalent amount of its own EEP Equivalent payment to the Seller.

§ 8.4 Amounts Payable. Amounts that are due according to this § 8 shall be invoiced and paid in accordance with Payment Cycle B as defined in § 13.2 (Payment).

§ 8.5 Remedies for Failure to Transfer or Accept after Cessation of Suspension Event.

(a) Where the Buyer fails to accept Transfer from the Seller of the Contract Quantity in whole or in part on a Delayed Delivery Date and such failure is not excused by an event of Force Majeure, another Suspension Event or the Seller’s non-performance, the Seller’s Cover Costs shall consist of the sum of the following elements:

(i) the Seller’s Cover Costs as provided in § 8.2(b) of this Allowances Appendix;

(ii) an amount (the “Default Cost of Carry Amount”) calculated at the Default Cost of Carry Rate for the Default Cost of Carry Calculation Period multiplied by the product of the Contract Price and the number of Allowances not Transferred or accepted for the relevant Allowance Transaction, divided by three hundred and sixty (360). Such Default Cost of Carry Amount shall be identified in the relevant invoice; and

(iii) interest on the Default Cost of Carry Amount accrued from (and including) the Delivery Business Day following the Default Cost of Carry Calculation Period, to (but excluding) the receipt by the Seller of damages for the Buyer’s failure to accept Transfer, calculated at the Interest Rate specified in § 13.5 (Default Interest) of the Agreement.

(b) Where Seller fails to Transfer to the Buyer the Contract Quantity in whole or in part on a Delayed Delivery Date and such failure is not excused by an event of Force Majeure, another Suspension Event or the Buyer’s non-performance, Buyer’s Cover Costs shall consist of the aggregate of the following elements:

(i) Buyer’s Cover Costs, as provided in either:

(a) § 8.1(b)(i) of this Allowances Appendix; or,

(b) where an EEP or EEP Equivalent has been made applicable to an Allowance Transaction and has arisen, § 8.1(b)(ii) of this Allowance Appendix;

in either case, reduced by

(ii) the Default Cost of Carry Amount;

provided, always, that in the event that the number resulting from application of the applicable formula set forth immediately above in either § 8.5(a) or § 8.5(b) results in a negative number, such number shall be deemed to be zero and no damages will be owed.

(9) Except to the extent otherwise modified herein, there shall be no change to § 9 (Suspension of Delivery) of the General Agreement with respect to Allowance Transactions.

(10) § 10 Term and Termination Rights. § 10 of the General Agreement is hereby amended with respect to both Individual Contracts for Electricity and Individual Contracts for Allowances at any time in which the Parties have outstanding Allowance Transactions remaining between them to be partially or fully performed by: (i) the addition in the second line of § 10.3(a) (Termination for Material Reason) after the words “may terminate the Agreement” of the words
“or the Allowances Appendix only”; and (ii) the following amendments:

§ 10.5  Definition of Material Reason. The addition at the end of the second line of § 10.5 after the words “(each a “Material Reason”)” of the words “save that in the event of termination pursuant to § 10.5(a) (Non Performance) or § 10.5(f) (Representation or Warranty) of the General Agreement, the Non-Defaulting Party may, at its sole discretion, elect to terminate only the Allowances Appendix and not the previously executed General Agreement, if and only when such uncured non-performance, warranty breach or misrepresentation concerns only one or more Allowance Transactions. If the Non-Defaulting Party elects to terminate only the Allowances Appendix together with all Allowance Transactions thereunder, it may do so in the manner prescribed in § 10 (Term and Termination Rights) and § 11 (Calculation of Termination Amount), but only with respect to its Allowance Transactions and in such manner as to result in the accrual of an amount due from one Party to the other Party analogous to a Termination Amount but concerning only the Allowance Transaction(s) terminated (an “Allowances Termination Amount”).”

§ 10.5(d) Failure to Transfer or Accept. § 10.5(d) is deleted in its entirety.

§ 10.5(e) Force Majeure. § 10.5(e) is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the words: “Unless expressly agreed to the contrary by the Parties, Force Majeure’s or Suspension Event’s impairment of a Party’s ability to perform its obligations with respect to any single Allowance Transaction shall not give rise to a Material Reason for initiating an Early Termination of either the Agreement or this Allowances Appendix and all then outstanding Allowance Transactions.”

(11)  § 11 Calculation of the Termination Amount. § 11 of the General Agreement is hereby amended for purposes of calculating any Allowances Termination Amount concerning one or more Allowance Transactions by: (i) the addition of the following words to § 11.2 (Settlement Amount) at the end of the definition of § 11.2(a) (Costs): “including, in the event that an EEP or EEP Equivalent is applicable to an Allowance Transaction, any EEP or EEP Equivalent actually assessed and not later reduced or recovered”; and (ii) the addition of the following words after the words: “any replacement transactions.”, at the end of the last sentence: “For the avoidance of doubt, where applicable, the Cost of Carry Amount or the Default Cost of Carry Amount (together with any interest then due thereon) shall be included in the Terminating Party’s calculation of all relevant Settlement Amounts.”

(12)  § 12 Limitation of Liability. For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties agree that if an EEP or EEP Equivalent applies to an Allowance Transaction such EEP or EEP Equivalent shall not be considered an indirect or consequential damage of the type excluded from recovery of damages by § 12.3 (Consequential Damage and Limitation of Liability) of the General Agreement, and that such maximum amount of such EEP or EEP Equivalent, being an amount identifiable by them at the time of entering into their Allowance Transaction, is neither speculative nor difficult to ascertain. The Parties further agree and acknowledge that the formulae providing for calculating the amount of EEP and EEP Equivalent in this Allowances Appendix are reasonable in light of the anticipated harm that would be incurred by a Buyer and are therefore a genuine pre-estimate of the nature and magnitude of such harm. Further, the payment of such damages is not viewed by either Party as a penalty or in the nature of a penalty and each Party waives the right to contest those payments as an unreasonable penalty. In addition, the Parties agree to amend § 12.3(a) (Consequential Damage and Limitation of Liability) of the General Agreement by adding the words “(other than with respect to a claim under § 6.3 (No Encumbrances)” after the words "consequential Damages" in the first line thereof. Except to the extent otherwise modified herein by the Parties, there shall be no further changes to § 12 (Limitation of Liability) of the General Agreement with respect to Allowance Transactions.

(13)  § 13 Invoicing and Payment. For purposes of Allowance Transactions, § 13 of the General Agreement is hereby amended by: (i) the deletion of the last sentence in § 13.1 (Invoice) commencing: “Invoicing of Premiums due” and ending “in the Individual Contracts.”; (ii) the deletion of the words in the first sentence of § 13.2 (Payment) commencing: “On or before the later to occur of”…up to and including the words: “following receipt of an invoice (the “Due Date”), a”, the addition of the words in § 13.2 as set-out below, and, if this Allowances Appendix is amending a version 2.1 of the General Agreement and such words have not been previously deleted, the deletion of the words: “§ 14 (VAT and Other Taxes) without deduction or withholding” from line 6 and their replacement with the words: “§ 14 (VAT and Taxes)”; (iii) the addition of the following new § 13.3.1 (Cross Product Payment Netting) and its replacement with a new § 13.4 (Physical Settlement Netting Invoicing and Payment), as follows:
§ 13.2 Payment. Payments due in relation to Allowance Transactions shall be in accordance with either Payment Cycle A or Payment Cycle B (each, a “Payment Cycle”), as specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, as follows:

Payment Cycle A: “On or before the later to occur of either (a) the twentieth (20th) day of the calendar month or if not a Business Day the immediately following Business Day or (b) the fifth (5th) Business day following receipt of an invoice (the “Due Date”). A”;

Payment Cycle B: “On or before the fifth (5th) Business day after the later to occur of (a) the Delivery Date or (b) following receipt of an invoice (the “Due Date”). B”.

In the event the Parties do not designate a Payment Cycle as applying, Payment Cycle A shall apply.

§ 13.3.1 Cross Product Payment Netting. If the Parties have elected to make § 13.3 operative via their Election Sheet, payments in relation to Individual Contracts for Electricity shall continue to be netted one against the other and payments in relation to Allowance Transactions shall also be netted one against the other, but unless so agreed and memorialized in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, payments in relation to Individual Contracts for Electricity shall not be netted against payments in relation to Allowance Transactions.

§ 13.4 Physical Settlement Netting Invoicing and Payment. If the Parties have specified § 4.3 (Physical Settlement Netting) as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, invoicing shall continue to be based on the Contract Quantity that would have been Transferred for an Allowance Transaction but for the provisions of § 4.3, and the invoice shall set forth the Total Contract Price on a gross basis and state the amount of VAT properly chargeable thereon as well as the net amount payable from one Party to the other Party.

(14) § 14 VAT and Taxes. Unless otherwise specified in Part II of this Allowances Appendix or in the terms of an Individual Contract, for purposes of Allowance Transactions, § 14 of the General Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with a new § 14 (VAT and Taxes), as follows:

§ 14.1 VAT. All amounts referred to in this Allowances Appendix are exclusive of any applicable VAT. The VAT treatment of any Transfer under an Allowance Transaction shall be determined pursuant to the VAT law of the jurisdiction where a taxable transaction for VAT purposes is deemed to take place. If VAT is payable on any such amounts, the Buyer shall pay to the Seller an amount equal to the VAT at the rate applicable; provided, however, that such amount shall only be required to be paid once the Seller provides the Buyer with a valid VAT invoice (applicable in the jurisdiction of Transfer) in relation to that amount. Each Party shall to the extent permitted by law provide the other with any additional valid VAT invoices as required for the purposes of the Allowances Appendix.

§ 14.2 Other Taxes. Subject to each Party’s obligations relating to VAT, each Party shall cause all royalties, taxes, duties and other sums (including any stamp duty, other documentary taxes, climate change levy or other environmental tax or levy) legally payable by that Party arising in connection with this Allowances Appendix to be paid. In the event that the Seller is required by law to pay any tax which is properly for the account of the Buyer, the Buyer shall promptly indemnify or reimburse the Seller in respect of such tax. In the event that the Buyer is required by law to pay any tax which is properly for the account of the Seller, the Buyer may deduct the amount of any such tax from the sums due to the Seller under this Allowances Appendix and the Seller shall promptly indemnify or reimburse the Buyer in respect of any such tax not so deducted.

§ 14.3. New Taxes: If any New Tax is applicable to an Individual Contract, and the Buyer is, by the use of reasonable endeavours, able to obtain any available exemption or relief therefrom or is contractually able to pass the same through to or be reimbursed in respect thereof by a third party, the Buyer shall pay or cause to be paid, or reimburse the Seller if the Seller has paid, such New Tax, and the Buyer shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Seller from and against any claims for such New Tax.

§ 14.4. Termination for New Tax: Unless otherwise specified in Part II of this Allowances Appendix or in the terms of an Individual Contract, the provisions of this § 14.4 shall only apply in respect of an Individual Contract if the period from the date on which the Parties concluded such Individual Contract pursuant to § 3.1 (Conclusion of Individual Contracts) to the Delivery Date exceeds two years.
Where the provisions of this § 14.4 apply in respect of an Individual Contract and:

(a) a New Tax is imposed on a Party (the “Taxed Party”) in respect of the Contract Quantity; and

(b) having used reasonable endeavours to do so, the Taxed Party is unable contractually to pass on the cost of the New Tax to the other Party or a third party; and

(c) the total amount of the New Tax that would be payable in respect of the balance of the total amount of Allowances to be delivered after the New Tax becomes effective, unless otherwise specified in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, shall exceed five percent (5%) of the product of the Contract Quantity and the Contract Price

then, the Taxed Party shall be entitled to terminate the Individual Contract subject to the following conditions:

(a) the Taxed Party must give the other Party (the “Non-Taxed Party”) at least five (5) Business Days' prior written notice (the “Negotiation Period”) of its intent to terminate the Individual Contract (which notice shall be given no later than 180 days after the later of the enactment or the effective date of the relevant New Tax), and prior to the proposed termination the Taxed Party and the Non-Taxed Party shall attempt to reach an agreement as to the sharing of the New Tax;

(b) if such agreement is not reached, the Non-Taxed Party shall have the right, but not the obligation, upon written notice to the Taxed Party within the Negotiation Period, to pay the New Tax for any continuous period it so elects on a calendar month to calendar month basis, and in such case the Taxed Party shall not have the right during such continuous period to terminate the Individual Contract on the basis of the New Tax;

(c) should the Non-Taxed Party elect to pay the New Tax on a calendar month to calendar month basis, the Non-Taxed Party may elect to cease the payment of the New Tax upon giving five (5) Business Days' prior written notice to the Taxed Party of its election to cease payment of such New Tax, in which case the Non-Taxed Party shall indemnify the Taxed Party for the New Tax and related interest and penalties that may be incurred by the Taxed Party in respect of the period during which the Non-Taxed Party had elected to pay the New Tax and the Taxed Party shall again be subject to the provisions of this § 14.4 as if the New Tax had an effective date as of the date on which the Non-Taxed Party ceased payment of such New Tax;

(d) if agreement as to sharing a New Tax is not reached and the Non-Taxed Party does not elect to pay the New Tax for any period of time within the Negotiation Period, the Individual Contract affected shall be terminated on the expiry of the Negotiation Period;

(e) upon termination of the Individual Contract, the provisions of § 11 (Calculation of the Termination Amount) relating to the calculation and payment of the Termination Amount shall apply but only in respect of the Individual Contract(s) so terminated, and for these purposes:

(i) the Non-Taxed Party shall be understood to be the Terminating Party for the calculation of the Termination Amount; and

(ii) the effect (if any) of the relevant New Tax on the calculation of the Termination Amount (or any Settlement Amount) shall be expressly excluded.

§ 14.5. Withholding Tax: If this § 14.5 is specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, the following shall apply between the Parties:

(a) Payments Free and Clear: All payments under an Individual Contract shall be made without any withholding of or deduction for or on account of any Tax unless such withholding or deduction is required by law. If a Party is so required to withhold or deduct Tax from a payment to be made by it, then that Party (“Paying Party”) shall notify the other Party (“Receiving Party”) immediately of such requirement and pay to the appropriate authorities all amounts withheld or deducted by it. If a receipt or other evidence can be issued evidencing the payment to the authorities, the Paying Party shall deliver
such evidence (or a certified copy thereof) to the Receiving Party.

(b) **Grossing-Up**: The Paying Party shall increase the amount of any payment which is required to be made subject to a withholding or deduction to the extent necessary to ensure that, after the making of the required withholding or deduction, the Receiving Party receives the same amount it would have received had no such withholding or deduction been made or required to be made, except that no increase shall be made in respect of any Tax:

(i) which is only imposed as a result of a connection between the Receiving Party and the jurisdiction of the authority imposing the Tax (including, without limitation, a connection arising from the Receiving Party having or having had a permanent establishment or other fixed place of business in that jurisdiction, or having been present or engaged in business in that jurisdiction) other than the mere execution or delivery of this General Agreement, any Confirmation or any Credit Support Document; or

(ii) which could have been avoided if the Receiving Party had delivered to the Paying Party or to the appropriate authority as reasonably requested by the Paying Party, any declaration, certificate, or other documents specified in the Election Sheet in a form reasonably satisfactory to the Paying Party; or

(iii) which is only imposed as a result of any Tax representation made by the Receiving Party in the Election Sheet for the purposes of this § 14.5 failing or ceasing to be true and accurate provided that this paragraph (iii) shall not apply (and the Paying Party shall be obliged to increase the amount of any payment pursuant to this § 14.5(b)) if such representation has failed or ceased to be true and accurate by reason of:

(aa) any change in, or in the application or interpretation, of any relevant law, enactment, directive, or published practice of any relevant Tax authority being a change occurring on or after the date on which the relevant Individual Contract is entered; or

(bb) any action taken by a Tax authority, or brought in a court of competent jurisdiction, on or after the date on which the relevant Individual Contract is entered into.

(15)-(20) Except to the extent otherwise modified herein, there shall be no change to § 15 (Floating Prices and Fallback Procedure for Market Disruption), § 16 (Guarantees and Credit Support), § 17 (Performance Assurance), § 18 (Provision of Financial Statements and Tangible Net Worth), § 19 (Assignment) or § 20 (Confidentiality) of the General Agreement with respect to Allowance Transactions.

(21) **§ 21 Representation and Warranties.** § 21 of the General Agreement is hereby amended by the following deletions with respect only to Allowance Transactions:

§ 21(g) Deletion of the word “regularly” in the first line; and

§ 21(l) Deletion of § 21(l) in its entirety.

(22) **§ 22 Governing Law and Arbitration.** For the purposes of Allowance Transactions, § 22 of the General Agreement is hereby amended by the addition of the following words both at the end of the final sentence of § 22.1 (Governing Law) and the end of the first sentence of § 22.2 (Arbitration): “subject to the referral to an Expert of disputes under § 8.3 (EEP and EEP Equivalent)”; and the addition of a new § 22.3 (Expert Determination), as follows:

§ 22.3 Expert Determination. If specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix:

(a) For the purposes of resolving disputes under § 8.3 (EEP and EEP Equivalent), the Parties shall address payment of any disputed amounts in accordance with § 13.6 (Disputed Amounts) of the General Agreement. If the Parties, who shall negotiate in good faith in an attempt to resolve the dispute as speedily as possible, are unable to settle the disputed amount within a period of fourteen (14) days of the date a Party first notifies the other Party in writing of such a dispute, either Party may require this matter
to be referred to an Expert for determination in accordance with this § 22.3.

(b) If any matter under § 8.3 (EEP and EEP Equivalent) is referred to an Expert in accordance with this Agreement, the Expert is to be appointed by agreement between the Parties. If the Parties fail to agree upon that appointment within ten (10) Business Days of a Party notifying the other Party of its decision to refer the matter to an Expert, the General Secretary of EFET may appoint the Expert on the application of either Party.

c) The Expert shall act as an expert and not as an arbitrator and shall give his or her determination in writing.

d) Unless this § 22.3(d) is specified as not applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, the determination of the Expert shall, to the extent permitted by applicable law, be final, conclusive and binding upon the Parties and such determination shall be the sole and exclusive remedy of the Parties with respect to disputes arising under § 8.3(e) (Evidence of Commercially Reasonable Efforts) and both Parties agree that they will not have recourse to, if applicable under the General Agreement, either arbitration in accordance with § 22.2 (Arbitration) or to the courts of law of the jurisdiction specified in accordance with § 22.1 (Governing Law) or any other court of competent jurisdiction save that each Party shall have the right to have the Expert’s determination in respect to the dispute enforced by any court of competent jurisdiction or included by such arbitrator in findings of fact and conclusions of law. For the avoidance of doubt, notwithstanding the provisions of this § 22.3(d), nothing contained herein shall limit or in any way restrict the ability of any Party to challenge the appointment of the Expert failing to satisfy the criteria set forth in the definition of Expert contained in this Allowances Appendix.

e) The Expert shall determine the procedure to be followed by the Expert for the purpose of making a determination, but the Parties shall use their respective reasonable endeavours to ensure that the Expert makes a determination within twenty (20) Business Days of being appointed.

f) Each of the Parties shall bear one half of the costs of the Expert unless the Expert determines otherwise.

g) Pending determination of any dispute under this § 22.3, the Parties shall continue to the extent possible to perform their respective obligations under this Agreement.

(23) Except to the extent otherwise modified herein, there shall be no change to § 23 (Miscellaneous) of the General Agreement with respect to Allowance Transactions.
Part II:

ELECTIONS FOR CUSTOMIZATION OF PROVISIONS IN THE ALLOWANCES APPENDIX:

§ 4
Primary Obligations for Delivery and Acceptance of Allowances

§ 4.3 Physical Settlement Netting: [ ] § 4.3 shall not apply, or

[ ] § 4.3 shall apply; and for this purpose the relevant Allowance Type(s) shall include [ ]

and the Physical Settlement Netting Accounts for Party A and for Party B, in their designated Registries, shall be as follows:

Party A: Account Number(s): [ ], in Account Registry(ies): [ ]; and

Party B: Account Number(s): [ ], in Account Registry(ies) [ ]

§ 7
Non-Performance Due to Force Majeure

§ 7.4(b) Force Majeure Termination Payment: [ ] § 7.4(b)(i) (No Termination Payment) shall apply; or

[ ] § 7.4(b)(ii) (Two-Way Market Quotation Termination Payment) shall apply; or

[ ] § 7.4(b)(iii) (Two-Way Loss Termination Payment) shall apply

§ 8
Remedies for Failure to Transfer or Accept

§ 8.3(a) EEP and EEP Equivalent [ ] EEP shall not apply

[ ] EEP Equivalent shall not apply

§ 13
Invoicing and Payment

§ 13.2 Payment: [ ] Payment Cycle A shall apply, or

[ ] Payment Cycle B shall apply

§ 13.3.1 Cross Product Payment Netting: [ ] Payments due in relation to Individual Contracts in respect of Electricity shall be netted against payments due in relation to Allowance Transactions.

§ 14
VAT and Taxes

§ 14 VAT and Taxes: [ ] The specified amendments to § 14 shall not apply

[ ] The specified amendments to § 14 shall apply, or
The specified amendments to § 14 shall not apply, but the following provisions and/or amendments shall apply:

§ 14.4 Termination for New Tax: unless otherwise specified in the terms of an Individual Contract the provisions of § 14.4 shall apply to such Individual Contract only in the circumstances specified in the first paragraph of § 14.4, or subject to the terms of an Individual Contract, the provisions of § 14.4 shall only apply in the following circumstances:

§ 14.5 Withholding Tax: § 14.5 shall apply, or § 14.5 shall not apply

§ 22
Governing Law and Arbitration

§ 22.3 Expert Determination: § 22.3 shall apply, and § 22.3(d) shall not apply; or § 22.3 shall not apply
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Defined Terms

“Delivery Business Day” The relevant jurisdiction for the purposes of the definition of Delivery Business Day that each Party specifies as applying to it shall be as follows:

Party A: _____________________________________; and
Party B: _____________________________________

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE ONLY TO ALLOWANCE TRANSACTIONS:
This page need ONLY be executed by Parties that checked and completed one of the two boxes on the first page hereof. Those appending this Allowances Appendix to a General Agreement at the time of its execution need only append it to the General Agreement.

IN WITNESS whereof this Allowances Appendix has been duly executed by the authorized representatives of each Party on the respective dates set out below with effect from the Allowances Appendix Effective Date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Party A”</th>
<th>“Party B”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Name of Party]</td>
<td>[Name of Party]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Name of Signatory/ies]</td>
<td>[Name of Signatory/ies]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Title of Signatory/ies]</td>
<td>[Title of Signatory/ies]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EFET

European Federation of Energy Traders
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Defined Terms

Terms used in this Allowances Appendix shall have the following meanings:

“Administrator Event” means the suspension of all or some of the processes in respect of a Registry of the EUTL in accordance with the Registries Regulation by the National Administrator or the Central Administrator (as applicable) (i) where that Registry is not operated and maintained in accordance with the provisions of the Registries Regulation, or any other applicable law, or (ii) for the purposes of carrying out scheduled or emergency maintenance, or (iii) where there has been or following reasonable suspicion of, a breach of security which threatens the integrity of the registries system (including any back up facilities);

“AEUA” means a unit of account that is an “allowance” as defined in the EU ETS Directive and is issued under Chapter II thereof;

“AFFECTED ALLOWANCE” means an Allowance which is or is alleged to have been the subject of an Unauthorised Transfer as confirmed by an Appropriate Source;

“Aircraft Operator” means an "aircraft operator" as defined in the EU ETS Directive;

“Allowance” means an allowance to emit one tonne of carbon dioxide (C02) equivalent during a specified period, or such other type of unit as may be recognised as, valid for the purposes of meeting the requirements of applicable law and the relevant Emissions Trading Scheme on the Delivery Date, including, without limitation, for the purpose of meeting emissions’ related commitment obligations under the EU ETS;

“Allowances Appendix” means this Allowances Appendix to the General Agreement (inclusive of its Annexes);

“Allowance Type” means a specific type of Allowance as defined by the Applicable Rules including, without limitation, an AEUA, an EUA, an Eligible Kyoto Unit, a CER or an ERU or other Allowance Type which the Parties have specified as applying in Part II of this Allowances Appendix or in an Individual Contract which may be used for determining compliance with emissions related commitment obligations under the EU ETS;

“Applicable Rule(s)” means that subset of the Rules which govern, relate to or otherwise concern the valid Transfer of Allowances to Buyer’s Holding Account in satisfaction of Seller’s obligation under an Allowance Transaction and, when applicable in context, which govern an entity’s emission-related obligations under the EU ETS to its Relevant Authority;

“Allowances Termination Amount” shall have the meaning given in § 10.5 of this Allowances Appendix;

“Allowance Transaction” shall have the meaning given in the first paragraph of this Allowances Appendix;

“Appropriate Source” means any 'competent authority' and/or the 'Central Administrator' (as those terms are defined in the Registries Regulation), National Administrator or any other authority having power pursuant to the Directive and/or the Registries Regulation to block, suspend, refuse, reject, cancel or otherwise affect the Transfer (whether in whole or in part) of Allowances, any recognized law enforcement or tax authorities of a Member State, European Anti-fraud Office of the
“CDM” or “Clean Development Mechanism” has the meaning assigned to that term in the Rules including, without limitation, under Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol;

“CDM Registry” means the intergovernmental registry established by the Executive Board in accordance with the Rules;

“Central Administrator” means the person designated by the EU Commission to maintain the EUTL pursuant to Article 20(1) of the EU ETS Directive;

“CER” means an Allowance Type having the meaning assigned to “Certified Emissions Reduction” under the Rules including, without limitation, under Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol;

“Compliance Period” means the Third Compliance Period unless otherwise specified by the Parties in the Confirmation to the Allowance Transaction;

“Compliance Year” means that period of time between each Reconciliation Deadline (if more than one) in a Compliance Period;

“Contract Price” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction (and, where applicable, for a particular Compliance Period) the amount agreed to be the purchase price for that Contract Quantity, excluding applicable taxes;

“Contract Quantity” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the number of Allowances (of one or more Compliance Periods, where applicable), as agreed to be bought and sold between the Parties;

“COP/MOP” means a conference of the parties serving as the meeting of the parties to the Kyoto Protocol;

“Cost of Carry Amount” has the meaning specified in § 7.5(d) (Cost of Carry);

“Cost of Carry Calculation Period” means the number of calendar days from and including the original Due Date which would have applied but for delayed delivery to, but excluding, the delayed Due Date resulting from delayed delivery;

“Cost of Carry Rate” means the “EUR-EONIA-OIS-COMPOUND” interest rate in respect of each day in the Cost of Carry Calculation Period, “EONIA” being a reference interest rate equal to the overnight rate as calculated by the European Central Bank and appearing on Reuters Screen EONIA Page;

“Default Cost of Carry Amount” has the meaning specified in § 8.5(a)(ii);

“Default Cost of Carry Calculation Period” means the number of calendar days from and including the original Due Date which would have applied but for delayed delivery to, but excluding, the delayed Due Date that would have applied assuming that the Seller sent an invoice at the earliest date it would have been entitled to do so in accordance with the methodology elected in § 13.2 (Payment) in Part II of the Allowances Appendix;

“Default Cost of Carry Rate” means the “EUR-EONIA-OIS-COMPOUND” interest rate in respect of each day in the Default Cost of Carry Calculation Period, “EONIA” being a reference interest rate equal to the overnight rate as calculated by the European Central Bank and appearing on Reuters Screen EONIA Page;

“Delayed Delivery Date” has the meaning specified in § 7.5(b). In order that a two Delivery Business Day grace period and consequent obligation to pay compensation shall also apply to an Allowance Transaction when the Seller, on a Delayed Delivery Date, fails to Transfer to the Buyer or the Buyer fails to accept Transfer from the Seller of, all or part of the undelivered Contract Quantity of an SE Affected Transaction, for the purposes of § 8 (Remedies for Failure to Transfer or Accept), a Delayed Delivery Date shall be deemed a Delivery Date; provided, however, that such two Delivery Business Day grace period does not extend the Delayed Delivery Date in respect of an Allowance Transaction to a day that is either: (i) on or after the Reconciliation Deadline following the relevant Delayed Delivery Date; or (ii) on or after the Long Stop Date in respect of the relevant Allowance Transaction;
“Delivery Business Day” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, and for the purposes of this Allowances Appendix only, any day which is not a Saturday or Sunday, on which commercial banks are open for general business at the places where each Party specifies as applying to it in Part II of this Allowances Appendix. In the event that a Party does not so specify a place in Part II of this Allowances Appendix, then (that/those) place(s) shall be deemed to be the Seller and the Buyer’s addresses, as applicable, specified in § 23.2 (Notices, Invoices and Payments) of the General Agreement or, if no such addresses have been specified in § 23.2, at the place(s) where (that/those) Party(ies) (has/have) (its/their) registered office;

“Delivered Quantity” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the number of Allowances (of a Compliance Period, where applicable) of a Contract Quantity Transferred by the Buyer and accepted by the Seller at the Delivery Point;

“Delivery Date” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the day agreed between the Parties on which the relevant Transfer from the Seller to the Buyer is to take place at the Delivery Point, subject to any adjustment in accordance with §7.5 (Suspension Event). If the Delivery Date is not a Delivery Business Day, it shall be deemed to be the first Delivery Business Day following the agreed day;

“Delivery Point” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the Buyer’s Holding Account(s) that it has nominated in one or more Registry(ies) or such other Holding Account(s) as the Parties may agree in an Allowance Transaction;

“Delivery Schedule” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the Schedule of Delivery Dates for the Transfer of (each) Contract Quantity(ies) as the Buyer and Seller may agree in an Allowance Transaction;

“Directive” means any EU directive or directives which govern the purchase, sale and Transfer of Allowances;

“Eligible Kyoto Unit” means a CER or ERU (as specified in the Delivery Schedule) that, on the Delivery Date:

(a) pursuant to the EU ETS Directive, may be exchanged by an Operator for an EU Allowance (valid in the Third Compliance Period) on a one-for-one basis, or used to comply with a requirement to surrender allowances in the Third Compliance Period on an equivalent one-to-one basis as an EU Allowance; and

(b) has not previously been surrendered or otherwise used for compliance purposes by an Operator or Aircraft Operator in accordance with the EU ETS Directive;

“Encumbrance Loss Amount” means an amount reasonably determined by the Buyer in good faith to be its total losses and costs in connection with an Individual Contract including, but not limited to, any loss of bargain, cost of funding or, at the election of the Buyer but without duplication, loss or costs incurred as a result of its terminating, liquidating, obtaining or re-establishing any hedge or related trading position. Such amount includes losses and costs in respect of any payment already made under an Individual Contract prior to the delivery of the written notice by the Buyer and the Buyer's legal fees and out-of-pocket expenses but does not include Excess Emissions Penalty or any amount which the Buyer must pay to a third party in respect of any such penalty payable to any other party (or Relevant Authority) by that third party. The Parties agree that in circumstances where there was a breach of the No Encumbrances Obligation by the Seller caused by the Transfer of an Affected Allowance, the Buyer will be entitled to recover any losses arising out of or in connection with any claim, demand, action or proceeding brought against the Buyer by a third party consequent upon the Transfer by the Buyer of an Affected Allowance Transferred to it by the Seller under an Individual Contract;

“End of Phase Reconciliation Deadline” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the final Reconciliation Deadline determined in accordance with Applicable Rules for the surrender of Allowances in respect of a Compliance Period;

“Emissions Trading Scheme(s)” means the scheme(s) to effect the Transfer of Allowances between participants in both or either of Member or Non-Member States as implemented by and including its Applicable Rules;

“ERU” means an Allowance Type having the meaning assigned to “Emissions Reduction Unit” under the Rules including, without limitation, under Article 6 of the Kyoto Protocol;
“EU” means the European Community as it exists from time to time;

“EUA” means a unit of account that is an “allowance” as defined in the EU ETS Directive and is issued pursuant to Chapter III thereof;

“EU ETS” means the EU Emissions Trading Scheme established by the EU ETS Directive as amended from time to time;


“EUTL” or “European Union Transaction Log” means the independent transaction log provided for in Article 20(1) of the EU ETS Directive, the operation of which is further detailed in Article 5 of the Registries Regulation;

“Excess Emissions Penalty” or “EEP” means a financial payment required to be made to a Relevant Authority pursuant to and in accordance with Article 16(4) of the EU ETS Directive (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shall not include any costs relating to or arising from the obligation to purchase and/or surrender Allowances in the following Compliance Year), or its equivalent under any other Emissions Trading Scheme;

“Excess Emissions Penalty Equivalent” or “EEP Equivalent” means an amount which the Buyer must pay to a third party in respect of any amount payable by that third party which arose as a result of the Buyer’s failure to Transfer the required Allowances to that third party and which in turn was a consequence of the Seller’s failure to Transfer the Contract Quantity to the Buyer under this Agreement (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shall not include any costs relating to the obligation to purchase and/or surrender Allowances in the following Compliance Year);

“Executive Board” means the Executive Board of the CDM established pursuant to the Rules;

“Expert” means a person qualified by education, experience and/or training with the applicable Emissions Trading Schemes, Applicable Rules and Allowance Transactions who is able to review and understand the contents of a Party’s emission allowance trading portfolio and who neither is nor has been directly or indirectly under the employ of, affiliated with, or under the influence of either of the Parties or otherwise has any conflicting interest or duty;

“GHG” means any of the six gases listed in Annex A to the Kyoto Protocol, and such other gases as may be included in the Kyoto Protocol from time to time;

“GHG Reductions” means the removal, limitation, reduction, avoidance, sequestration or mitigation of GHG emissions relative to the scenario that reasonably represents the anthropogenic emissions by sources or anthropogenic removal by sinks of GHG in the absence of such removal, limitation, reduction, avoidance, sequestration or mitigation;

“Holding Account” means the form of record maintained by and in the relevant Registry to record the allocation (if applicable), Transfer and holding of Allowances;

“ITL” means the “International Transaction Log” having the meaning assigned to that term under the Rules, being the system necessary for the UNFCCC to record, track and monitor the issuance, Transfer and acceptance of Transfer of Allowances;

“Kyoto Protocol” means the protocol to the UNFCCC adopted at the third Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC in Kyoto, Japan, on 11 December 1997, as may be amended from time to time;

“Long Stop Date” means, in respect of a Suspension Event:

that occurs in relation to a Transfer or acceptance obligation that would otherwise be required to be performed within the period:

(i) from (and including) 1 May 2013 to (and including) 31 December 2014, it shall be 1 June 2016;
(ii) from (and including) 1 January 2015 to (and including) 31 December 2016, it shall be 1 June 2018;

(iii) from (and including) 1 January 2017 to (and including) 31 December 2018, it shall be 1 June 2020;

(iv) from (and including) 1 January 2019 to (and including) the twenty-fifth (25th) calendar day of the month in which the End of Phase Reconciliation Deadline is scheduled to occur, it shall be the twenty-fifth (25th) calendar day of the month in which the End of Phase Reconciliation Deadline is scheduled to occur;

“Loss” means an amount that each Party reasonably determines in good faith to be its total losses and costs (or gain, in which case it shall be expressed as a negative number) in connection with the termination of the applicable Allowance Transaction(s), or any unperformed portions thereof, including, if applicable, any EEP or EEP Equivalent, any loss of bargain, cost of funding (based on the actual costs of such Party whether or not greater than market costs) or, without duplication, loss or cost incurred as a result of its terminating, liquidating, obtaining or re-establishing any related trading position (or any gain resulting from any of them). Loss shall not include legal fees or similar out-of-pocket expenses. Each Party may (but need not) determine its Loss by reference to quotations of average relevant rates or prices from two or more leading Dealers;

“Member State” means any one of the signatories to the EU from time to time;

“National Administrator” means the entity responsible for managing, on behalf of a Member State, a set of user accounts under the jurisdiction of a Member State in the Union Registry as designated in accordance with Article 7 of the Registries Regulation;

“Negotiation Period” has the meaning specified in § 14.4 (Termination for New Tax);

“New Tax” means in respect of an Individual Contract, any Tax enacted and effective after the date on which the Individual Contract is entered into, or that portion of an existing Tax which constitutes an effective increase (taking effect after the date on which the Individual Contract is entered into) in applicable rates, or extension of any existing Tax to the extent that it is levied on a new or different class of persons as a result of any law, order, rule, regulation, decree or concession or the interpretation thereof by the relevant taxing authority, enacted and effective after the date on which the Individual Contract is entered into;

“Non-Member State” means any state that is not a Member State;

“Non-Taxed Party” has the meaning specified in § 14.4 (Termination for New Tax);

“Operator” means an “operator” as defined in the EU ETS Directive;

“Original Affected Party” means the person from whose account the first Unauthorised Transfer of any Allowance occurred;

“Other Tax” means any energy Tax or excise duty but not including Taxes targeted at end users;

“Participating Agreement” means any agreement, rule, procedure, instrument or other law or regulation which governs a Non-Member State’s participation in and the Transfer of Allowances to the Emissions Trading Scheme(s) of a Member State or another Non-Member State, as applicable;

“Paying Party” has the meaning specified in § 14.5 (Withholding Tax);

“Payment Cycle” means either Payment Cycle A or Payment Cycle B as defined in § 13.2 (Payment);
“Physical Settlement Netting Accounts” shall have the meaning given in § 4.3(a) of this Allowances Appendix;

“Receiving Party” has the meaning specified in § 14.5 (Withholding Tax);

“Reconciliation Deadline” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, 30 April in any calendar year in relation to the immediately preceding calendar year, or as otherwise specified under the EU ETS;


“Registry” means the registry established by a Member State, Non-Member State or the EU, in accordance with Applicable Rules, in order to ensure the accurate accounting of the issue, holding, Transfer, acquisition, surrender, cancellation and replacement of Allowances. For the avoidance of doubt, references to a Registry shall include the Union Registry and the Holding Accounts within the Union Registry that are under the jurisdiction of a single National Administrator designated by a Member State and will together be deemed, for the purposes of this Allowances Appendix, to be a Registry for that Member State;

“Registry Operation” means, other than by reason of the occurrence of an Administrator Event:

(a) the establishment of and continuing functioning of the Relevant Registry;
(b) the establishment of and continuing functioning of the EUTL and the ITL; and/or
(c) the link between each of the Relevant Registry, the EUTL and the ITL, as applicable;

“Relevant Authority” means the body established by each Member State or Non-Member State from time to time to administer the relevant Emissions Trading Scheme and any emissions compliance responsibilities under the EU ETS;

“Relevant Registry” means the Registry through which a Party is obliged to perform a Transfer or acceptance of Transfer obligation under and in accordance with an Allowance Transaction. Where a Party has specified more than one Holding Account for Transfer or acceptance purposes, the Relevant Registry shall be identified in accordance with § 4.1(b);

“Rules” mean, as applicable, the UNFCCC, the Kyoto Protocol, the decisions of the COP/MOP, other international treaties, domestic laws, and any relevant decisions, guidelines, modalities and procedures made pursuant to them, the Directive, the Registries Regulation Emissions Trading Scheme(s), Participating Agreement and all other applicable guidance, regulations, rules and procedures (whether made at the direction of a government, governmental body, regulator, competent authority or otherwise) as modified, amended and/or supplemented from time to time relating to the trade of Allowances as contemplated by this Allowances Appendix;

“SE Affected Party” has the meaning specified in § 7.5(a);

“SE Affected Transaction” has the meaning specified in § 7.5(b);

“Second Compliance Period” means, with respect to EUAs and AEUAs, the period referred to in Article 11(2) of the EU ETS Directive beginning 1 January 2008 and with respect to CERs and ERUs, the first commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol referencing the period in which the GHG Reductions, which are the subject of the relevant CERs or ERUs, were achieved;

“Suspension Event” has the meaning specified in § 7.5(a);

“Tax” means any present or future tax, levy, impost, duty, charge, assessment royalty, tariff or fee of any nature (including interest, penalties and additions thereto) that is imposed by any government or other taxing authority (whether or not for its benefit) in respect of any payment, nomination and allocation under any Individual Contract or under this Agreement, and
“Taxes” shall be construed accordingly. For the avoidance of doubt, Tax shall exclude; (i) any tax on net income or wealth; (ii) a stamp, registration, documentation or similar tax; and (iii) VAT;

“Taxed Party” has the meaning specified in § 14.4 (Termination for New Tax);

“Third Compliance Period” means, with respect to EUAs and AEUAs, the period referred to in Article 16 of Directive 2009/29/EC starting 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2020 and with respect to CERs and ERUs, the period immediately following the first commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol referencing the period in which the GHG Reductions, which are the subject of the relevant CERs or ERUs, were achieved;

“Total Contract Price” means the aggregate price to be paid for all Allowances required to be Transferred on a Delivery Date under an Allowance Transaction;

“Transfer” means (whether used as a verb or a noun) the transfer of Allowances from one Holding Account to another and in accordance with and for the purposes of the relevant Emissions Trading Scheme(s) and Transferable, Transferring and Transferred are to be construed accordingly;

“Transfer Point” means, in respect of an Allowance Transaction, the Seller’s Holding Account(s) that it has nominated in one or more Registry(ies) or such other Holding Account(s) as the Parties may agree in an Allowance Transaction;

“Unauthorised Transfer” means the Transfer by debiting of any Allowance from an account holder’s Holding Account and the crediting of a Holding Account of another person, where such Transfer is not initiated by the relevant authorised representative or additional authorised representative (as referred to in the Registries Regulation) of the first account holder;

“Undelivered EEP Amount” or “UEA” shall have the meaning given in § 8.1(b)(ii)(A);

“UNFCCC” means the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change;

“Union Registry” means the Registry referred to as the ’Community Registry’ in Article 19(1) of the EU ETS Directive;

“Unpaid Amounts” shall have the meaning given in § 7.4(b)(i); and

“Value Added Tax” or “VAT” means any value added tax or any tax analogous thereto but excluding any statutory late payment of interest or penalties.
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Annex 2 (A)
to the
ALLOWANCES APPENDIX (POWER)

CONFIRMATION OF
ALLOWANCE TRANSACTIONS (INCLUDING AEUA EUA AND ELIGIBLE KYOTO UNIT TRANSACTIONS)
(Fixed Price, Third Compliance Period)

between
______________________ as Seller

and
______________________ as Buyer

as Parties to the
EFET General Agreement Concerning the Delivery and Acceptance of Electricity entered into and dated as of __________, _______

Allowance Transaction concluded on: ______ (Trade Date)  Name of Broker (if applicable): _______________

Delivery Schedule
(Delivery Date to each Delivery Point for each Contract Quantity and Compliance Period.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Point(s):</th>
<th>Delivery Point(s):</th>
<th>Compliance Period</th>
<th>Contract Quantity</th>
<th>Allowance Type</th>
<th>[Eligible Kyoto Unit](^1)</th>
<th>Delivery Date</th>
<th>Price per Allowance</th>
<th>Contract Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\(^1\) Delete column if no Kyoto Units are traded under this Phase 3 Confirmation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holding Account number and Registry of Seller (or, an Account to be determined at the specified national Registry):</th>
<th>Holding Account number and Registry of Buyer (or, an Account to be determined at the specified national Registry):</th>
<th>Third Compliance Period</th>
<th>[AEUA] / [EUA] / [Eligible Kyoto Unit]</th>
<th>[CER] / [ERU]</th>
<th>€________</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Acc. No.:</td>
<td>(1) Acc. No.:</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>€________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Acc. No.:</td>
<td>(2) Acc. No.:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Acc. No.:</td>
<td>(3) Acc. No.:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Acc. No.:</td>
<td>(4) Acc. No.:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td>Registry:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Contract Quantity: ____________________________

Total Contract Price: ____________________________

Special Conditions & Terms:

[INSERT ANY AMENDMENTS OR ADDITIONS TO THIS ALLOWANCES CONFIRMATION HERE]

For this specific Allowances Transaction:

[ ] EEP shall not apply.  [ ] EEP Equivalent shall not apply.

[ ] EEP shall apply\(^2\).  [ ] EEP Equivalent shall apply\(^2\).

\(^2\) Parties need only check the box to apply EEP and/or EEP Equivalent if they have specifically opted-out of either EEP and/or EEP Equivalent in § 8.3(a) *(EEP and EEP Equivalent)* of the EFET Allowances Appendix agreed between them.
Other:

Physical Settlement Netting Accounts:

| Party A: Account Number(s): [ ], in Account Registry(ies): [ ]; and |
| Party B: Account Number(s): [ ], in Account Registry(ies): [ ] |

This Confirmation confirms the Allowance Transaction entered into pursuant to the EFET General Agreement Concerning the Delivery and Acceptance of Electricity between the Parties (General Agreement) as modified, supplemented and amended by the Allowances Appendix between the Parties (Allowances Appendix) and forms part of that General Agreement. In case of any inconsistencies between the terms of this Confirmation and the Allowance Transaction, please contact us immediately.

Date: ___________________________  Signature: ___________________________

Name: ___________________________

Title: ___________________________

Company: _______________________